How to Support
Contributions are tax deductible to the
maximum extent permitted by law.

McCallum Safaris believe wildlife management
& community development within and around
our concessions play a very important role in the
conservation and preservation of our wildlife
and habitat.
Under McCallum Safaris, Old Nyika Safaris and
Safari Royal commit a large amount of time,
equipment, and personnel to our wildlife hunting
areas, and we feel it is our duty to reinforce the
value of wildlife as a natural resource through
job creation, improved education facilities,
improvement in basic healthcare, and general
economic improvement.
We are proud to be a part of the following film
on the benefits of tourist hunting in Tanzania:
“Custodians of Wilderness:Tanzania”
https://vimeo.com/150786530

Postal Contributions:
Conservation Force
P.O Box 278
Metairie, LA 70004-0278
Phone: 504-837-1233
Fax: 504-837-1145
Internet Contributions:
www.conservationforce.org/donate

Method of Payment:

McCallum Safaris Tanzania

q Check q Visa q Master Card q Amex q Discover

Card# _________________________________
Expiration _____________________________
Signature ______________________________
Donor/Contributor Information
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
______________________________________
Phone: _______________________________
Email: ________________________________
Conservation Force is a 501(c)(3) Public Charitable Foundation.

CONSERVING OUR WILDLIFE
AREAS THROUGH THE CAREFUL
MANAGEMENT OF THE
ENVIRONMENT AND ITS
NATURAL RESOURCES

Conservation, Management, & Utilization
Tanzania’s wildlife conservation depends on
hunting to a great extent for its long-term
survival. Tourist hunting provides revenue to
the Wildlife Division for conservation and anti
poaching in remote areas that would otherwise
be unsupported. (Most hunting areas are
unsuitable to photo-tourism).

Burning poachers’ camps

Illegal Grazing

Donation of a year’s worth of school books

Cattle are one of wildlife’s biggest enemies.

Anti-Poaching
Revenue from hunting directly supports the
Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism to
manage wildlife and its habitat. Hunting gives
value to the wildlife and the land they inhabit.
This value transforms into habitat preservation
and acts as a deterrent against poaching

Helping with building classrooms at a local school

Community Development
We are committed to ensuring that rural
communities located around these wildlife
concessions directly benefit from them. Funds
are applied to support the village communities
surrounding our hunting areas by backing projects
of their choice, such as the building of schools,
medical facilities and water wells.

Hunting clients contribute directly to these causes
and ensure the continuation and preservation of
our diverse wildlife as well as the enrichment of
communities bordering our hunting areas.

